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A NOTE ABOUT TRE SRAPE OF ATTRACTORS 
OF DISCRETE SEMIDYNAMICAL SYSTEMS 
MANUEL A. MORÓN AND FRANCISCO R RUIZ DEL PORTAL 
(Cornrnunicated by Alexander N. Dranishnikov) 
ABSTRACT. We state in a short way a result that improves arre of the main 
theorems in a paper of M. Gobbino concerning the topological properties that 
the phase space induces in an attractor of a discrete dynam.ical system. 
This note is motivated by a paper of Gobbino ([1]) where it is proved that, 
with sorne restrictions, the inclusion of an attractor into the phase space induces 
isomorphisms between the Cech-Alexander-Spanier cohomology groups for both 
continuous and diserete dynamical systems in metric spaces. Here we deal just 
with the diserete case. The aim of this paper is to give a short proof of a stronger 
result using shape theory. In fact, shape theory allows liS to work with more 
general spaces, without paying attention to the not very easy to handle notion of 
the attractor to be tautly embedded (see [4]) in the phase space, and to obtain the 
invariance not only ofthe Cech-Alexander-Spanier cohomology groups but the Cech 
cohomology and homology groups (and the corresponding pro-groups that contain 
much more information). Moreover, in presence of a rest point, the inclusion of 
an attractor into the phase space is a pointed shape equivalence and also induces 
isomorphisms between the shape groups and the homotopy pro-groups. 
The reader can find information about shape theory and its invariants in the 
book of S. MardeSié and J. Segal, [3]. 
Given a map f : X -----¡. X and subsets A, B eX, we say that A attracts B if 
for any neighborhood U of A in X there is no E N such that r(B) e U for any 
n ~ no. 
Given sets e e D, jC,D denotes the inclusion of Cinto D. 
Theorem 1. Let X be a paraeampact Hausdarff spaee. Let ¡ : X -+ ¡(X) e X 
be a homeomorphism and let K e X be a compact invariant seto Assume that 
there exists B e X sueh that K e B and K aUraets B. Jf the inclusians jB,X : 
B -+ X and jf(X),X : ¡(X) -+ X are hamatapy equivalenees, then the inclusian 
jK,X : K -----¡. X is a shape equivalence. As a consequence, the inclusion jK,X induces 
isomorphisms in the Cech cohomology and homology groups and pro-groups. 
Proa!. It is enough to show that the map jK X : [X, P] -+ [K, P] defined as 
jK,X ([a]) ~ [a o jK,X] is a bijection for any CW-complex P (here [a] denotes 
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the homotopy class of a map a and [C, D] represents the set of homotopy classes 
of maps C -+ D). 
Let [a] E [K, PI. Bince K is compact, a(K) lies in a finite subcomplex of P. 
Using that X is normal there exists an extension o/ : U ---+ P of o: to an open 
neighborhood U of K. Let m E N such that ¡m(B) e U. 
Since jf(X),X : l(X) ---+ X is a homotopy equivalence and 1 is a homeomorphism 
onto its image, the inclusions j ¡r(X),¡r-i (X) are homotopy equivalences for any 
T > O. 
Now, we can write jr(B),X o (fmI B ) as the following composition of homotopy 
equivalences: 
. (¡mi ). B jB.X X r ¡m(x) j!~ Eu)Ku X J f=(B),X o B· ---+ ---+ ---+. 
Therefore, jf~EB),u is also a homotopy equivalence. Let [g] : X -+ ¡m(B) be its 
homotopy inverse. 
Consider 
(3 : X ~ ¡m(B) j!~i'i)r U <>', p. 
It is easy to check that jk x ([(3]) ~ [a]. Then, jk X is onto. 
In order to show that jk; is injective, assume that [a,], [a2] E [X, P] are such 
that [al ojK,X] ~ [a2ojK,xj. Then, using again the assumption that K is compact 
and since X X [0,1] is normal, there is an open neighborhood V of K such that 
[a, o jv,x] ~ [a2 o jv,x]. Let n E N such that r(B) e V. Then, [a, o jfn(B),x] ~ 
[a2 o j¡n(B),X]' Bince j¡n(B),X is a homotopy equivalence, we have that [a,] ~ 
~] D 
Gobbino and Sardella, in [2]' gave a nice example of a non-connected attractor 
in a connected phase space. However, under the hypotheses of Theorem 1, we have 
the following corollary. 
Corollary 1. Under the conditions 01 Theorem 11 K is connecied iff X is con-
nected. 
Corollary 2. UndeT the conditions 01 TheoTem 1, il K and X aTe ANRs the 
incl11Sion jK,X is a homotopy equivalence. Then, X(K) ~ X(X) (wheTe X(Y) 
denotes the EuleT charadenstic 01 Y). 
Corollary 3. Let X be a paracompad HausdoTff space. Let ¡ : (X, t) -+ (f(X), t) 
e X be a pointed homeomorphism and let K e X be a compact invariant set 
containing *. Assume that there exists B e X such that K e B and K attracts B. 
IltheinclusionsjB,x: (B,t) -+ (X,t) andjf(X),X: (f(X),t) -+ (X,t) aTepointed 
homotopy equivalences, then the inclusion jK,X : (K, *) ---+ (X, *) is a pointed shape 
equivalence. As a consequencel the inclusion jK,X induces isomorphisms between 
the shape groupsl the homotopy pro-groups and the Cech cohomology and homology 
groups and pro-groups. 
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